The aim of this paper is to extend the result of the paper [2] (on the possibility of the extension of a Hilbert-space-valued unbounded orthogonal vector measure on all projections on a Hilbert space to a vector weight) to the case of an arbitrary semifinite von Neumann algebra.
(ii) m(52Pi) = X) m(Pi) for any family (p,) of mutually orthogonal projections in M pr . We will deal with unbounded orthogonal vector measures (see Definition 3.3 [6] and [3] ): DEFINITION 2. Let M be a von Neumann algebra acting on a Hilbert space H and K be a Hilbert space complemented with an improper element otherwise. (The convergence of an uncountable family of summands means that there exists a limit of the net of finite sums.)
A measure /i is said to be unbounded if /x(l) = 00. Our definition agrees with the one given in [1] whenever /¿(l) £ K.
In [1] , the problem of the extension of a bounded K-valued measure to an orthogonal vector field was affirmatively solved. The latter was defined as a linear mapping F : M -> K that is continuous (for the ultraweak topology on M and the weak topology on K) and satisfies (F(p), F(q)) = 0 when p,q € M pr and pq = 0. Let us introduce an unbounded analogue to the orthogonal vector field. However we will impose no continuity requirements. DEFINITION 3. We call a mapping F : M + -»• K U {00} an orthogonal vector weight if satisfies the following conditions:
The following theorem is the main result of the paper: Proof. The proof will be devided into 5 steps. We first prove (steps 1-4) the theorem for finite von Neumann algebras.
Step 1. According to Proposition 1 [3] for a given unbounded A'-valued measure we can construct an unbounded semifinite scalar measure ( 00 otherwise .
The following statement is a sharpened version of Proposition 1 [4] . Obviously, T is positive and affiliated with M. So, its closure (for which we use the same letter T) is affiliated with M as well. Since M is finite, it follows that T is measurable with respect to M and hence positive and selfadjoint. Define a normal weight ui putting
where the right side is understood in the known regularized sense (see [5] ):
The proof is completed by showing that u)\M pr = m. Since M is finite, it follows that every p 6 M pr is representable as an orthogonal sum p = where each projection p 7 is majorized by a suitable p a , a = a(7). We thus get and the proof is complete.
Let U>: M + -• [0, +00] be a weight which extends the measure M defined by (1) . We consider the following sets:
Moreover, (n* n u ,) + is a hereditary subcone of M + . Define a positive bilinear form on n u by
We will denote by ||«|| w = (x, x)^ (x € n u ) the corresponding seminorm.
Step 2. We introduce the set
According to J. Hamhalter [1] , the measure n v = n\M pT extends to an orthogonal vector field (keM%).
It should be noted that lin&{<p(k)\k £ Mj[} is dense in KQ.
We next claim that (p well extends to a real linear mapping (again denoted by ip) from Mjj a = M\ -into K 0 .
Step 3. Take an arbitrary y £ n u , and let be the real linear functional on the linear subspace <p(M™) C Ko (that is dense in Ko) defined by *"(¥>(*)) = iie<fc,yL (keMX a ). 
= \{(t + k,t + k) u -(t-k,t-k)J = \mt + *), <p(t + *)> -(¥>(* -*)><p(t -k))} = Re(<p(t), <p(k)) = (<p(t), <p(k)) 0 (t eM s /)-
The equality
Mi), <p~(k)) 0 = * k (<p(t)) = Re(t, k) u = {<p(t), <p(k)) 0 (t 6 M%°) yields F(k) = y~{k) = <p(k).
Finally, let p € 9Jt and (p a ) be a net of projections satisfying the condition (i) of Definition 2. Since M is finite it follows that p A p a / p. Then
In the last equality, we have used the following property: p a / p (p a 6 implies fi(pa) -> /¿(p), which (as m|Mp extends to a normal state on M p ) is equivalent to (iii) of Definition 2. So, we may conclude that <p~(p) =
Step 5. (The end of the proof). Let r be a faithful normal semifinite trace on M. Put
pr \p e an, r( P ) < +00}.
Let r a = Vge<T 9» where a is a finite subset of In this case r /* I. The family (Mr<r) is an increasing net of finite reduced von Neumann subalgebras of M. By making use of arguments similar to those in [4] , we obtain that fi" = fJ.\M^ is a semifinite orthogonal measure for every a. Denote by Proof. According to the spectral theorem we approximate x and y (x,y G M + ) from the below by Riemann's integral sums xn and yn, respectively, Xn = ^ AinPin / X and yn = ^ (ijnQjn y, « j (here, pin and qjn are spectral projections of x and y, respectively). Since rp(x) and rp(y) are orthogonal, it follows that Pinqjn = 0 for all i,j,n.
Then we have (F(pin), F(qjn))
= for all i,j,n. From Theorem 3, we obtain (F(x),F(y)) = limn(F(xn), F{yn)) = 0.
